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A KAIROI HEALTH PRESS RELEASE

KairoiOptimize™ is now
“Set it and Forget it”
KairoiHealth announces an update of its
KairoiOptimize tool that makes its operation
truly “set it and forget it.”

Practices can now take immediate advantage of KairoiOptimize’s
ability to increase the number of completed encounters in each
provider’s day. Investing 2 hours to customize the application this
week will show results next week and all the weeks following.
The onboarding process has two parts: running an appointment
report from the client’s athenaNet instance to inform the
algorithm and noting in the user interface the providers who are
targeted for enhanced scheduling.
The application then runs completely in the background,
searching ahead in providers’ schedules, calculating where
additional slots will likely replace patients who cancel late or
don’t show, and then inserting those slots for backup patients
ready for schedulers to book.
Kairoi’s patented process will initially add 10% to the number
of completed encounters. Clinicians typically achieve a 95%
schedule density over time. Practice managers can generate
reports to document the improvements.
COO Dave Flanagan said, “Both parts of the onboarding can be
accomplished during Zoom meetings, each lasting less than one
hour. The practice will see results in the first week.
“After setup, slots are added each month for the following month,
always based on the most recent appointment history.”
KairoiOptimize is a SAAS solution, there is no on-site installation
and after setup no staff time is required to manage it.
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AT A GLANCE
KairoiOptimize™ is a patented process
that finds the pattern of late cancellations
and no-shows in each provider’s panel
and uses this information to add slots
to schedules that back-fill the gaps.
Providers don’t lose time waiting for
patients who don’t come. Their workdays
flow better, reducing burnout, and
patients get appointments sooner.
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